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Abstract

The SET protocol for secure electronic payments� in particular its
purchasing phase� is intended for users connected to the Internet during
the entire transaction� This requirement cannot be easily met in high
communication costs and�or low bandwidth settings� typically found
in mobile computing environments�

In this paper we describe SET�A� a system that works according to
the SET rules for purchasing operations without forcing the user to be
connected during the entire transaction� This is achieved by sending an
agent to the merchant�s server carrying all the data necessary to order
and pay the goods �products� services or information�� The paper
shows that this can be achieved safely and e�ciently� providing an
alternative way for Internet payments using the SET protocol� We
give our 	rst impressions on SET�A usage by describing a prototype
implementation based on a mobile agent system called AgentSpace� as
well as a detailed example of what we consider a realistic application
of the system�

� Introduction

Although the Internet is considered as the privileged environment for elec�
tronic commerce� there is still some resistance from the public to buy prod�
ucts and services on�line� and pay for them also on the Internet� For exam�
ple� by browsing a company�s Web server� ordering a product and paying
for it �lling a form with credit card information� The main reason is that
every Internet user has heard of credit card frauds� performed by hackers
eavesdropping the connections used to send the data� Even the deployment
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of secure servers� based on protocols such as SSL� is not enough� since the
credit card information is deposited in the server� where it can easily be read
by anyone with access to the server�

The concern for protecting the user�s credit card information lead VISA
and MasterCard� in association with major software and cryptography com�
panies� into the development of the SET protocol �	
� SET provides im�
portant properties like authentication of the participants� non�repudiation�
data integrity and con�dentiality� Each player knows only what is strictly
necessary to play its role� For example� the selling company never knows the
buyer�s credit card information� and the �nancial institution authorizing the
transaction is not aware of the details of the purchase� Paying for something
using a credit card under the SET protocol is more secure than doing it at a
restaurant� where the waiter takes the card away from the customer�s eyes�

SET is expected to give buyers and sellers the necessary con�dence to
launch Internet commerce de�nitively� in spite of some technical and non�
technical problems that still exist� That is because SET can be very com�
fortable from the buyer�s point of view� both to use �there will be many
SET�compliant software tools to help the users� and to trust �if we assume
that �nancial institutions are able to convince their customers of its secu�
rity��

On the other hand� SET is a very complex protocol� meaning that it
may not be suitable under some technical conditions� In this paper we take
a closer look at some computing environments� namely those in which the
mobility of users is determinant� Generally� the devices used in these envi�
ronments have limited computational capacity and use slow� expensive and
unreliable connections to the Internet� SET may be too demanding for this
kind of equipment and connectivity� rendering on�line transactions unattrac�
tive for mobile users� In this paper we propose a lighter mechanism� called
SETA� guided by the SET rules and based on the mobile agent paradigm�
to address these problems� With SETA� the computational burden is taken
away from the user�s device� and it can be disconnected while the transaction
is going on�

We not only describe SETA and discuss the usage of mobile agents in
electronic payments and electronic commerce in general� but we also present
our �rst impressions on an implementation of SETA� by describing a very
simple prototype� This implementations is being built on top of a novel
agent system� called AgentSpace� also developed by our group�

The paper is organized in two parts� In the �rst part� Section � describes
the SET purchase request transaction and discusses some design issues asso�
ciated with the usage of SET in a mobile computing environment� In Section
� we introduce the notion of mobile agents and identify the requirements
that are important when using mobile agents for on�line payment systems�
and the core of SETA is described� In Section � there is a discussion about
some advantages and application scenarios for SETA� Security issues are
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discussed in Section ��
In the second part� Section � presents the AgentSpace system� and Sec�

tion � describes our prototype implementation of SETA on top of this
system� In Section 	 we describe what we consider to be a realistic scenario
of SETA usage� In Section � we discuss our views on using mobile agents
in electronic commerce in general� Finally� in Section �� we point out some
conclusions and discuss possibilities for future work�

� Overview of SET

In order to ensure the security of Internet payments� SET provides four basic
guarantees to its users �	
�

Data integrity � message digests stored in digital signatures ensure that�
for example� the order sent by a customer �the cardholder� is the order
received by the seller �the merchant�� preventing accidental or mali�
cious modi�cations while in transit�

Con�dentiality � con�dential items such as card numbers and expira�
tion dates are protected so that no unauthorized party �including the
merchant� has access to them� Also� a �nancial institution �typically
a bank� authorizing a transaction is not aware of the details of the
order�

Authentication � both the cardholder and the merchant are who they
claim to be� Furthermore� the merchant can be sure that the card�
holder is a legitimate user of a valid payment card� on the other hand�
the cardholder can con�rm that the merchant has a relationship with a
�nancial institution� allowing it to accept payment cards� These guar�
antees are accomplished through a public�key infrastructure based on
X���� certi�cates ���
 and certi�cation authorities�

Non�repudiation � this follows from the authentication guarantee� Before
using SET� both the merchant and the cardholder have to register
themselves as SET users� Given that their certi�cates have to be
exchanged on each transaction� this prevents them from denying their
participation on those transactions�

��� SET Purchase Request

The SET protocol is composed of several kinds of transactions� ranging from
the certi�cation of participants� to purchase requests� to payment processing�
In this paper we are particularly interested in the purchase request phase�
which can be outlined as follows �see Figure ���
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Figure �� SET Purchase Request Transaction�

Step �� A cardholder �C� looks at a catalog �printed in paper� supplied in
a CD�ROM or available on�line on the Web� from a merchant �M� and�
after deciding to purchase something� sends a request to the merchant�s
server� The request includes the description of the goods� the terms of
the order� and the brand of credit card that will be used for payment�

Step �� The merchant receives the request and sends back its own sig�
nature certi�cate� Cs�M�� and the key�exchange certi�cate Ck�PG� of
a payment gateway �PG�� The payment gateway is a device operated
by a �nancial institution with which the merchant has established an
account for processing payments with the brand used by the card�
holder� The merchant also sends a unique identi�er� assigned to this
transaction�

Step �� The cardholder �i�e�� his or her software� veri�es the certi�cates by
contacting a certi�cate authority �CA�� receives back a con�rmation
that assures the authenticity and integrity of the data �the merchant
has digitally signed it�� and creates two pieces of information�

�SET uses two distinct asymmetric key pairs� one for key�exchange 	whose public key
is contained in certi
cate Ck�� which is used for encrypting and decrypting operations�
and another for signature 	in certi
cate Cs�� used for veri
cation of digital signatures�
Therefore� each SET participant possesses two kinds of certi
cates� one for each key pair
type� A merchant will have a key�exchange and a signature key pair for each card brand
it accepts�
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� The order information �OI�� containing control information veri�
�ed by the merchant to validate the order� card brand and bank
identi�cation� The OI also contains a digest of the order descrip�
tion� which includes the amount of the transaction and other
elements such as quantity� size and price of the items ordered�
shipping and billing addresses� etc� This data� not included in
the OI� will be processed outside of the scope of SET�

� The payment instructions �PI�� containing the amount of the
transaction� the card account number and expiration date� in�
structions for installment payments �if that is the case� and a
couple of secret values to prevent guessing and dictionary attacks
on the data� among other elements� The PI is encrypted with a
randomly generated symmetric key K�

Both elements will contain the transaction identi�er so they can later
be linked together by the payment gateway� They are further linked by
means of a dual signature� a mechanism that signs two messages �each
one meant for a di�erent receiver� with a single signature operation
�see �	
 for more details�� The signature can later be veri�ed without
having to disclose the contents of any message to the recipient of the
other�

Then� the encrypted PI �XK�PI
�� and the key K used to encrypt it are
encrypted into a digital envelope �EPG�� using the payment gateway�s
public key�� Finally� the OI and the digital envelope are sent to the
merchant� along with the cardholder�s signature certi�cate Cs�C��

Step �� The merchant veri�es the cardholder certi�cate and the dual
signature on the OI� The request is then processed� which includes
forwarding the digital envelope to the payment gateway� for autho�
rization �the details of this operation are outside of the scope of this
description��

After processing the order� the merchant generates and signs a pur�
chase response� and sends it to the cardholder along with its own
signature certi�cate�

If the payment was authorized� the merchant will ful�ll the order� by
delivering the goods bought by the cardholder�

�We use the notation XK�D to represent a piece of data D encrypted with key K� The
notation EP fK� Dg represents a digital envelope meant to be sent to some participant P�
The digital envelope contains a symmetric key K� encrypted with P�s public key�exchange
key k�P�� and data D� encrypted with K� i�e�� the contents of the envelope are Xk�P ��K and
XK�D�
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Step �� The cardholder veri�es the merchant signature certi�cate�� checks
the digital signature on the response� and takes any appropriate actions
based on its contents�

The software responsible for the cardholder�s side of the protocol man�
ages a data structure called digital wallet� where sensitive data like cer�
ti�cates� private keys and payment card information are kept� usually in
encrypted �les�

The merchant will have a more complex system composed of several
parts� doing di�erent jobs� managing the dialog with cardholders� signing
messages and verifying signatures and certi�cates with CAs� asking payment
gateways for payment authorizations� and so on�

��� Di�culties with Mobile Computing

Wireless networks� especially cellular phone networks� have known explosive
growth over the last few years� re�ecting a world in which it is important to
be able to communicate regardless of the location� As the Internet becomes
more and more important for business transactions� it is natural that wire�
less technology is used to connect to this global network� The possibility of
having all the resources and bene�ts o�ered on the Internet available while
being away from home or o�ce is particularly attractive� In mobile com�
puting it is desirable to have all the facilities usually found on the Internet�
namely the possibility of acquiring and paying for products and services�

The kind of mobility we are interested in is based on portable devices�
which have limited computing capacity andor limited connectivity� For
example� computing�capable mobile phones� PDAs� hand�held PCs� up to
notebooks connected to the Internet through GSM modems�

����� Bandwidth and Cost

There are several issues regarding the conditions in which mobile computing
takes place� In the context of this paper� we are mainly concerned with the
following�

Low bandwidth � terrestrial wireless network protocols such as GSM or
satellite�based systems like IRIDIUM ���
� typically o�er bandwidths
in the range of �����bps to �����bps �although there are claims for
much larger bandwidths with broadband satellite systems in the fu�
ture��

Poor connectivity � the connectivity based on these systems is generally
of low quality� with high error rates� These factors make it di�cult to
handle long� connected sessions� transferring large amounts of data�

�This second veri
cation is necessary because in the mean time the certi
cate may
have expired or been revoked for some reason�
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High cost � using a cellular phone or a satellite�based connection is gen�
erally more expensive than through a traditional analog connection or
ISDN� On the other hand� poor connectivity raises costs� since it leads
to longer on�line sessions�

In mobile computing� bandwidth capacity is thus proportionally inverse
to the cost� and this fact has to be taken into account when designing ap�
plications for these environments� It is the combination of the limitations

described above that makes the rationale for the rest of the paper� Although
bandwidth is important� it is not the only� and maybe not the most impor�
tant factor�as stated above� this kind of problem tends to be solved in the
future�

����� SET in a Mobile Environment

In an error�prone environment such as GSM or any other used for mobile
communications� a user shopping on the Internet and trying to pay using
SET�compliant software may experience several connectivity problems dur�
ing the payment operation� It is easy to imagine how frustrating it can be
for the cardholder to deal with a series of connection interruptions� even if
there are recovery mechanisms� This is further complicated by the accumu�
lation of state information both in the wallet and in the merchant�s server�
in order to let the transaction proceed� Even if it eventually succeeds� the
overall cost has probably been too high�

What is needed is some kind of asynchronous mode of operation� in
which the cardholder can send the request� disconnect� and re�connect later
to receive the response from the merchant� This reasoning seems to suggest a
typical message�passing mechanism� but this is not suitable� for two reasons�

�� Three of the �ve steps of the purchase request transaction described
above are executed on the cardholder�s side� As such� there would have
to be two messages �one to send the request� and another to send the
OI and the digital envelope� after receiving the �rst response from the
merchant� Since the cardholder can be disconnected for an arbitrary
long period after sending the �rst request� the whole transaction would
have to wait for this intermediate synchronization to happen�

�� On the other hand� if there would be a way to avoid this step and
send a single message� this would mean disclosing sensitive information
�e�g�� credit card number� and letting it be used by a remote server
in an unpredictable way� This is because the cardholder would not
know the merchant�s and payment gateway�s key�exchange keys� so
the information could not be encrypted�

This means that it is necessary to reduce the cardholder�s role to two
steps� the initial request and the �nal receipt of the response� The request
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sends all the necessary information to complete the transaction successfully�
but in such a way that the remote system can never take control of it�

We conclude that� in environments like these� the SET protocol may
bene�t from an alternative agent�based implementation� The cardholder
may send an entity �an agent� with enough information for processing the
entire transaction and� at the same time� capable of hiding the sensitive data
from the outside�

� SET�A� An Agent�Based Payment System

In this section we introduce the concept of mobile agent and propose a secure
Internet payment system based on this model and on the SET protocol�
We concentrate on the purchase request transaction� as this is the most
important phase �from the cardholder�s point of view� and the only one
that really makes sense for our system� The other SET transactions refer to
situations in which there isn�t the notion of a buyer paying a seller�

��� Mobile Agent Applications

A mobile agent can be de�ned as a software element �program� procedure�
object� thread� owned by a user or another software element� capable of
migrating between machines in order to execute a set of tasks on behalf of
its owner�

Mobile agents are said to be autonomous� in the sense that they can
make their own decisions while away from their host� This implies that a
mobile agent �agent� for short� is not just a piece of data �i�e�� a message�
being transferred between systems� but may also carry some logic �i�e�� code�
and execution state� This enables the agent to perform parts of its tasks in
one system� migrate to another and continue its work there�

Agent technology has been receiving growing interest from the research
community and has matured signi�cantly in the last few years ���� ��
�
However� the number of applications using this technology is still scarce
��
� Electronic commerce is generally seen as one of the most promising
application �elds for mobile agents ��� �
�

For example� the literature typically refers to a buying agent� leaving its
host with the mission of querying several vendors about a certain product�
determine which one o�ers the lowest price �or some other kind of preferen�
tial condition� and buying from this one� paying for the product� Clearly�
there is the perception that agents are suitable for this kind of activity� and
the ability to pay is one of the desired properties they should have� The ma�
jor concern is always how to do this in a secure way� in particular without
revealing con�dential information to the outside�

In this paper we describe a payment system called SETA� based on the
SET protocol� SETA is implemented using an agent traveling from the

	



cardholder�s computer� carrying all the relevant information� to an external
server �e�g�� the merchant�s�� On arrival� the agent assumes the cardholder�s
role and carries on a complete purchase request transaction with the mer�
chant� From the merchant�s point of view there will be no distinction be�
tween an agent and a real �i�e�� human� buyer� a SET purchase request is
being performed with another entity� which represents a cardholder with a
valid certi�cate and payment data�

��� Agent Requirements

In order to be able to do its job� there are a few requirements that the
SETA agent must ful�ll�

� Small�sized � since we are assuming low andor expensive band�
width� we have to minimize the time it takes to send the agent� On
the other hand� transport media with low reliability makes it di�cult
to transmit long streams of data� For example� a reliable transport
protocol like TCP would require many re�transmissions ��
� Clearly�
the agent should be as small as possible for better performance and
smaller costs� This can be a problem if one needs sophisticated agents�
as will be discussed below�

� Survive inside hostile execution environments � the cardholder
wants to be sure that the agent will be able to complete the transaction
as expected� without being disturbed by any external factor� This
requires a relative degree of tolerance to faults on the external server�
where the agent will execute� as well as immunity to attacks trying
to force the agent to make unwanted decisions or perform unwanted
actions�

� Hide con�dential information � one of the main purposes of SET
is to o�er an appropriate level of security so that the cardholder can be
sure that none of the con�dential data is disclosed to any unauthorized
party� Thus� SETA has to ensure that the con�dential data the agent
carries is kept private�

��� Purchase Request

SETA is meant to implement the purchase request phase of SET using
mobile agents� It should be noted that SETA is designed to be as com�
patible with SET as possible� only requiring signi�cant modi�cations on the
cardholder�s side� The merchant�s software remains unchanged� since its
interaction with the agent is the same as it would be with the cardholder�

A purchase request under SETA has a few more steps than in SET�
since the cardholder has to send an agent� and the agent has to come back
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Figure �� SETA Purchase Request Transaction�

to the cardholder�s computer when the transaction is done� SETA purchase
request is described below �see Figure ���

Step �� As before� the cardholder C chooses a merchant and builds a
request with the same elements as in the original SET request� Then�
an agent� A�C�� is sent to an external server�� carrying the request� the
cardholder�s signature certi�cate Cs�C�� the account information and
other data needed to compose an OI and a PI �we call it OI PI data��
Clearly� this data has to be protected somehow� but we will deal with
that later �see Section ��� For now� we will just assume it is protected
by encryption with someone�s key �X��OI PI data
��

Step �� After arriving at the host server� the agent sends the request to
the merchant M �i�e�� its order processing software��

Step �� The merchant returns a signed message with its signature certi��
cate Cs�M�� the payment gateway�s key�exchange certi�cate Ck�PG��
and the transaction identi�er to the agent�

Step �� The agent veri�es the certi�cates and the signature� creates the OI
and the PI and generates a dual signature on them� Next� it generates

�This may be the merchant�s server� or any other server� as will be discussed below�
For simplicity� we will called it host server�
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a random symmetric key K and uses it to encrypt PI� Finally� the pay�
ment gateway�s public key is used to create the digital envelope EPG�
containing the encrypted PI �XK�PI
�� and the key K� �The security
considerations regarding these data are similar to those discussed in
Section �� so we will ignore it for now�� This digital envelope� the OI
and the cardholder�s certi�cate Cs�C� are the sent to the merchant�

Step �� The merchant veri�es the certi�cate and the dual signature on
the OI� and then proceeds as described above in step � of the SET
purchase request �see Section ����� sending a signed response along
with its own signature certi�cate�

Step �� The agent receives the response� veri�es the certi�cate and the
signature� and migrates back to the cardholder�s computer�

Step �� The agent arrives at the cardholder�s computer carrying the re�
sponse from the merchant �see Section ��� for alternatives for this
rendezvous to take place�� The cardholder�s software then proceeds as
in SET�s �nal step�

� SET�A Discussion

We designed SETA with mobile computing in mind� especially focused
on the two factors that we have been emphasizing as determinant� low
bandwidth and expensive connectivity� Our proposal of adopting an asyn�
chronous computing model is a natural way to overcome those limitations�

Below we discuss the advantages and identify possible scenarios in which
the usage of a payment protocol designed for disconnected settings is the
best way� or the only one that makes sense economically� to do shopping on
the Internet in a mobile computing environment�

��� Processing Capacity

PDAs and mobile phones have limited processing capacity� and can hardly
handle processor�demanding activities� such as those involving cryptography
�key generation� encryption� signature generation and veri�cation�� There�
fore� if SET is to be used on this kind of devices� either the CPU capacity
has to be increased� or the load has to be transferred to an external machine�

SETA solves this problem by performing all the cryptographic work
outside the cardholder�s device� on a machine that is supposed to be able to
handle many of these activities concurrently�
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��� Minimizing Costs

One of the problems of electronic payments is the relative high cost of small�
value transactions� Using a mobile device to access the Internet and perform
a small�value purchase� setting up the connection and maintaining it opened
for as long as a SET�based transaction takes place� may have a cost similar
�if not higher� to the value of the transaction itself� Having to pay the double
of the price of a product� however low it may be� is enough to discourage
consumers to use this kind of connectivity for their shopping�

Using SETA for this kind of payments� the connectivity costs are limited
to the time the agent is sent� and when it has to be received�

��� Applications

Despite the advantages of SETA� it can be di�cult to imagine a complex
purchase transaction requiring a lot of interaction with the cardholder �dur�
ing the phase in which the OI and PI are composed�� being handled by
SETA� This can be the case when the merchant o�ers a set of alternatives
concerning payment or delivery of goods� from which the cardholder will
have to choose� Letting the agent decide would be a possibility� but that
would require more sophistication� i�e�� more code� hence a bigger size� Nev�
ertheless� it still would not guarantee that the agent would be prepared to
make the appropriate decision in every situation�

We consider SETA more appropriate when the contents of the OI and
PI are predictable� even if the agent is not carrying them with it when
migrating to the external host �i�e�� it has the ability to compose them later��
The simpler scenario is that in which the elements needed to complete the
transaction are well de�ned and can be included in the data the agent is
carrying while going away from the cardholder�s device� In other words� the
buyer has an approximate idea of what to buy and how much it will cost�

Of course� a moderated degree of sophistication can be acceptable in
terms of agent size� and it may be used in situations where the possibilities
are known in advance� For example� the agent could have enough knowledge
to decide what should be the delivery method� depending on the amount of
money it is allowed to spend� or other simple algorithms�

This reasoning does not imply that the agent should simply act as a
proxy for the client� The fact that the agent is capable of making its own
decisions �even if very simple�� makes it a more powerful mechanism than a
simple proxy� In Section 	 we provide an example that illustrates this claim�

� Security Issues

One of the obvious concerns in a network payment system is to protect the
user�s critical data� in particular the credit card information� SET�s usage
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of the dual signature mechanism and the encryption of the PI and account
information �into a digital envelope with the payment gateway�s public key�
exchange key�� ensure the necessary privacy of critical data� In particular
the data is protected from a potentially hostile environment� such as the
computer system in which it is going to be used� In the case of SETA�
the server where the agent will be executing may be considered a hostile
environment� in the sense that any malicious action from that host against
the agent may compromise its secret data�

Of course� protecting the host from the agent is also important� but that
concern is out of the scope of SETA� Our system is intended to provide a
service to the cardholder� through an agent� For that� we have to assume
that the agent behaves as expected in order to execute the protocol described
in Section ���� otherwise it will fail to play its role properly� Therefore� the
agent will not perform any unwanted action that may compromise its host
server andor the merchant� Thus� the protection of hosts against malicious
agents is not an issue in this paper� Anyway� SETA may incorporate any
of the mechanisms that already exists� in order to help providing this kind
of protection �see ���� ��� �
� for example��

��� Protecting the Agent

For SETA to be able to ensure the same level of protection as SET� with�
out modifying the description outlined above� it must be possible for the
agent to carry and use classi�ed information without having to disclose it
to the wrong entities� Also� the generation of the symmetric key K has to be
performed in such a way that no one other than the payment gateway has
knowledge of it�

Protecting the agent from hostile environments is a major research issue
in mobile agent security� and we may consider applying some of the exist�
ing proposals to SETA� For example� running the agent in a tamper�proof

environment ���
 or a secure coprocessor ���
 seem promising possibilities�
The agent would migrate to a protected �hardware� environment� securely
attached to the external server �e�g�� the merchant�s�� and all the con�den�
tial data would be handled inside this environment� This solution would
increase the security level at the cost of an additional investment in hard�
ware� In Section 	 we give an example that illustrates the usage of SETA
in an environment protected this way�

On the other hand� replay attacks making the agent pay more than once
have to be prevented� A possible approach is suggested in ���
� in which
hardware protection is combined with mechanisms ensuring a limited agent
lifetime and storage of the agent�s identi�cation in protected� non�volatile
memory�

The �software alternative�� in which the agent executes inside the exter�
nal server without any hardware protection� requires some kind of wrapping
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to hide the secret data� Cryptography is the natural wrapper� and some
initial steps to allow the execution of hidden computations are being taken
���
�

��� Protecting the Agent�s Data

If we relax the requirement of following closely the SET protocol for purchase
requests� there may be a better way to achieve the goal of protecting the
data� First� recall that the data we want to protect is to be encrypted with
the payment gateway�s key� Suppose that the cardholder knows in advance
which payment gateway the merchant is using for the card brand� and the
OI and the PI can be built in advance� Then the process of generating
the dual signature� the random symmetric key� and the digital envelope can
be performed before the agent leaves the cardholder�s computer� When it
migrates� all the information� completely protected� can now go with it� and
the agent only has to give it to the merchant and wait for the response�

This approach has two major drawbacks� �rst� as we mentioned earlier
�see ���� the cardholder will typically use devices with limited computing
capacity� Thinking about performing all the cryptographic operations men�
tioned in the previous paragraph may be unrealistic�

On the other hand� to obtain the payment gateway�s certi�cate in ad�
vance� the cardholder has to perform an initial request to the merchant�
wait for the response� and then proceed with the agent� This is similar to
the message�passing protocol described in section ������ and has the same
disadvantages� Furthermore� the agent�s role would be limited to that of a
�messenger�� delivering the request� and bringing back the response� which
is� again� no more than message�passing� �Anyway� the core of the transac�
tion would still bene�t from being performed by the agent� which would be�
in principle� closer to the merchant�s server��

Note that the merchant software could still remain unchanged� In step �
of SETA the agent would receive both certi�cates� but only would have to
verify the merchant�s� In our opinion� this small di�erence in the agent�s be�
havior and the cardholder�s initial request to obtain the payment gateway�s
certi�cate� are two minor changes to the cardholder side of the transaction�
and perfectly acceptable given the improved security they o�er�

Both approaches described in the previous and in this section need to be
further investigated� in order to �nd a good compromise between them� The
�rst one� based on real mobile and autonomous agents� is more challenging
in that it opens a wider spectrum of possibilities� Electronic commerce is a
promising application �eld for mobile agents� and many research initiatives
are undergoing� We expect to bene�t from those e�orts in order to improve
the model and solve the di�culties described above�
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	 AgentSpace Overview

In order to validate our ideas� we have built a SETA prototype imple�
mentation� This prototype is based on a working mobile agent system that
we have also designed and implemented �in the scope of another project��
called AgentSpace ���� ��� �	
� This novel agent framework is based on
ObjectSpace�s Voyager ���
� a Java�based CORBA system for supporting
distributed objects� In this section we will present a brief overview of
AgentSpace� A more in�depth description regarding the system�s imple�
mentation and API can be found in ��	
�

	�� Architecture

AgentSpace�s main goals are the support� development and management of
agent�based applications� These goals are provided through three separated
but well�integrated components� as depicted in Figure �� Both server and
client components run on top of Voyager and Java Virtual Machine �JVM��
and they can execute in the same or in di�erent machines� An agent always
runs on some AgentSpace server �AS�Server� context� On the other hand�
it interacts with its end�user through �speci�c or generic� applets running
in some Web browser�s context�

The AS�Server is a Java multi�threaded process in which agents can
be executed� An AS�Server provides several services� namely� agent and
place creation� agent execution� access control� agent persistency� agent
mobility� generation of unique identi�ers� support for agent communication�
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and� optionally� a simple interface to managemonitor itself�
The AgentSpace client �AS�Client� supports� depending on the corre�

sponding user access level� the management and monitoring of agents and
related resources� The AS�Client is a set of Java applets stored on an AS�
Server�s machine in order to provide and adequate integration with the Web�
o�ering an Internet user the possibility to easily manage his own agents
remotely� Furthermore� the AS�Client should be able to access several AS�
Servers� providing a convenient trade�o� between integration and indepen�
dence between these two components�

The AgentSpace application programming interface �AS�API� is a pack�
age of Java interfaces and classes that de�ne rules to build agents� In partic�
ular� the AS�API supports the programmer when building� ��� agent classes
and their instances �agents� that are created and stored in the AS�Server�s
database for later use� and ��� client applets that provide the end�user in�
terface to remote agents�

These clientsapplets may be either generic mini�applications�such as
the AS�Client itself�or speci�c to some particular agent�

	�� Main Object Model

AgentSpace involves the support� development and management of several
related objects� context� place� agent� user� group of users� permission� ac�
cess control lists �acl�� security managers� tickets� messages� and identities�
Figure � shows the relationships between these objects through an UML
class diagram ��
�

The context is the most important and critical object of the AS�Server�
as each AS�Server is represented by one context� Speci�cally� the context
contains the major data structures and code to support the AS�Server� such
as lists of places� users� groups of users� meta�agent classes and access control
lists�

Each context has a number of places� The execution place� or sim�
ply place� has mainly two objectives� First� to provide a conceptual and
programming metaphor where agents are executed and meet other agents�
Second� to provide a consistent way to de�ne and control access levels� and
to control computational resources�

The place has a unique global identity and knows the identi�cation of
its ownermanager� Optionally� places can be hierarchically organized� The
place can also contain the current and the maximum number of agents al�
lowed� in order to support some resource management� In order to keep
track of its agents� the place maintains a list containing its native agents
and another with its visiting agents� The place also knows in which place
its native agents are executing at a given point in time�

The agent is the basic element of the system� Agents are identi�ed by a
unique and global identity� Agents are active objects that execute in some
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AS�Sever� but from a conceptual perspective� they are currently in some
place� Agents may navigate to other �local or remote� place if they have
permission to do so�

Only one user owns an agent� Nevertheless� other users �or even agents
from other users� might interact with it� if this is granted by the agent�s
security policy�

The AS�Server also maintains lists of users� groups of users and access
control lists to implement the permission and access control mechanism�


 Implementing SET�A on AgentSpace

Our �rst implementation of SETA uses AgentSpace for agent mobility�
This choice has two goals� to have a working prototype of SETA� in order
to validate the model against a practical environment� and to provide some
feedback on the applicability of AgentSpace for this kind of usage� The
resulting prototype is very simple and limited in functionalities� and there
are no good �gures for items such as performance or agent size� yet�

In this description it is important to distinguish between the human�
agent interface �via a Web browser�� and the communication amongst agents
via remote calls �typed objects� or message passing �strings�� Our prototype
deals with both issues� but focuses on the later� The former is important
because it is necessary to ask the user for the data the agent needs �credit
card details� amount of money� etc���
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�� Prototype Architecture

In order to use SETA for payments� the cardholder will need some kind
of interface to interact with the agent� This interface should be an applet
�running on a Web browser� or another agent� In our experiment� the user
interacts with an applet� �lling in the credit card details using an HTML
form and clicking a �Go � Pay� button to transmit the data to the agent�

The applet implementing this interface uses the AgentSpace framework
to control the �local or remote� agent� being responsible for initializing the
agent and context views� and other �administrative� data� When the rel�
evant data is ready� the agent is created� then it receives the data from
the applet� migrates �in our case� to the merchant�s machine�� performs the
transaction by interacting with the merchant�s SET software and returns
to the cardholder�s machine� Figure � illustrates the architecture and the
following sub�sections elaborate on the agent�s activities�


�� Sending the Agent

The agent packs the data �i�e�� assigns the appropriate values to its vari�
ables� received from the applet� obtains the identi�er of the remote �the mer�
chant�s� place� acquires a ticket to be accepted there an issues a moveTo��

operation to migrate to that place� The name of the method to be in�
voked upon arrival at the merchant�s place is provided as an argument to
moveTo��� Migration can occur immediately or be delayed until the machine
is connected to the Internet� �We are also investigating asynchronous forms
of migration with MIME�enabled mail messages�� This process is illustrated
by the Java pseudo�code in the Appendix�
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�� Performing the Transaction

The agent arrives at the merchant machine to perform a SET transaction�
The method indicated in the call to moveTo�� is then invoked and the trans�
action proceeds� First� the agent sends the request to the merchant and
waits for the response �this is simply a con�rmation that the transaction
may continue� since we don�t support the certi�cate operations yet��

The transaction may or may not involve prior negotiation �for prices�
guarantees� etc�� and delivery �in the case of digital goods�� If so� the
agent is expected to bring all the data needed to carry on the negotiation�
Another possibility is letting the agent have some party at the cardholder�s
place with which it can communicate �securely� and ask for some elements it
needs to negotiate with the merchant Since this contradicts the motivation
for using the agent and disconnect from the Internet� we didn�t explore this
possibility any further�

At this stage we chose to ignore negotiation� given its complexity�we
have to devise or use some existing mechanism to structure the various
conversations �probably based on languages such as KQML ��
�� establish
secure channels� etc� Anyway� negotiation and delivery is outside the scope
of SET and� thus� of SETA�

The agent builds and sends the OI and the PI to the merchant and waits
for an authorization �always granted� in the current implementation�� After
that� the payment transaction is done�


�� Agent Return

When the agent has paid� it will migrate back to the cardholder�s machine�
However� the machine may be disconnected from the Internet �it may be a
hand�held PC or a mobile phone�� This is not a problem� since AgentSpace
has a persistence mechanism ��	
� which guarantees that the AS�Server keeps
the agent�s state as long as needed� even in the case of failures�

In our prototype� the agent attempts to migrate to the cardholder�s
computer as soon as it is ready� There is no exception mechanism to cope
with network failures However� in a real implementation we anticipate at
least four other scenarios�

�� The agent polls the cardholder�s machine �i�e�� �home�� from time to
time and decides to migrate as soon as it gets a connection� This
requires that the agent maintains a reference to its place of origin� but
this is how many protocols work and should be acceptable up to a
certain point�

�� The agent quietly waits for a call from its owner to come back� When
the cardholder re�connects to the Internet� all agents native to this
place that are away are contacted�
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Agents that have �nished their work will return� others just respond
�I�m still working�� and probably still others will not respond at all�
either because they have moved� they have died� or any other reason�
In the case an agent has moved� it may use another method �among
those described here� to return�

�� The agent migrates to a well�known� highly available intermediary�
such as an Internet service provider�where it waits to be called by its
owner� An AS�Server might have a bu�er of agents ready to migrate�
waiting for activation from their owners� placesAS�Servers�

This is a variant of the previous scenario� and the owner only needs
to call the intermediary and receive the agents that are waiting there�
This is very much like the delivery mechanism of SMS messages to
cellular phones� Of course� this raises several issues related to security
and cost� that need to be further investigated� See section 	 for an
example� where this issues are explored in detail�

�� The agent packs itself as a MIME mail message and sends itself to the
cardholder machine� Using this approach� the owner will receive the
agent back as an attachment to a mail message� that should be opened
either to be read� or to continue executing� This scenario does not use
AgentSpace for coming back� Nevertheless� the agent enjoys all the
advantages of Internet mail� in particular asynchronous delivery� We
are currently working on this model of migration�

After returning� it is convenient that the agent tells its owner what hap�
pened while away� This is a user�interface problem similar to telling the
agent what to do� although this time it is the agent that takes the initiative�

In our experiment� the agent just sends a message to the applet executing
in the Web browser� However� we expect that in many cases the owner
will not be waiting for an answer� so it is necessary some other form of
communication� Here are some alternatives�

� The owner may check a Web page representing the agents from time
to time �very much as mail messages have to be checked��

� Another alternative is to instruct agents to send their results as mail
messages� since cardholders probably check their e�mail regularly�

� In a third alternative� the agents will send messages using other com�
munication media� such as the cardholder�s pager or mobile phone�

� Usage of SET�A

We now present an example in order to illustrate the usage of SETA in a
realistic scenario� and to clarify what are the applications and computing
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environments we consider appropriate for SETA�
Until now� we have been careful in not forcing the agent to migrate to

the merchant�s server� rather it may communicate with the merchant from
any other external server�� This avoids having to put a higher degree of
trust in the merchant� which could be a limitation to the con�dence of the
cardholder in order to use SETA� and also a limitation to the security
of the agent� We prefer to use the notion of a trusted third�party� so that
the cardholder may be con�dent that his agent will not be compromised�
Additionally� we propose the usage of hardware protection �see Section ����
in order to increase the security level�

In this example� the cardholder has a mobile phone equipped with a
processor that enables it to hold data and code �for convenience� we will
assume this is Java code�� that will be used to build an agent� This processor
is also able to run a subset of AgentSpace that enables it to send and receive
agents� This subset runs on a limited JVM �such as Waba ���
� and the
AgentSpace capabilities are reduced to the minimum�

The agent is sent to a server operated by the cellular phone provider�
and all the interaction with the merchant will be conducted from this server�

In order to minimize the size of the agent when it leaves the cardholder�s
mobile phone� it only carries two types of elements�

Secret data� such as the card account number and expiration date� and
the cardholder�s private signature key�

Speci�c code� in the form of Java classes implementing whatever logic
the cardholder wants his agent to have� This code� together with
some additional data �e�g�� auxiliary variables�� may be used by the
agent� for example� to negotiate the deal with the merchant�

The cryptographic and the SET�speci�c classes are kept at the cellular
phone provider�s server� inside secure hardware� For maximum security �i�e��
trustworthiness�� these classes are kept in jar �les� signed by their developers�
The secure processor also has two� well�known certi�cates� one for signing
and another for encrypting�in fact� it could be just one certi�cate� but we
will adhere to the SET�s policy of having di�erent certi�cates for di�erent
operations�

Before leaving its home environment� the secret data is encrypted with
the secure processor public encryption key� Optionally� the agent�s speci�c
code may also be encrypted� thus providing maximum privacy� This may
not be a wise choice� given the limited processor capacity available in the
mobile phone� Nevertheless� encryption of data� and possibly code� when
sending the agent is a price that the cardholder�s device will always have to
pay�

�Of course� the agent could migrate into the merchant�s server� but this is only a
particular case�
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Upon arrival at the cellular provider�s server� the agent installs itself
inside the secure environment� It then loads the cryptographic and SET
classes� and veri�es their signatures if needed� The agent then provides
the secret data it carries �and maybe the code� as well�� for decryption by
the secure processor� Thus� a package is built with the complete set of
functionalities a SET cardholder wallet is expected to have�

From this point on� the agent is able to conduct a SET purchase request
transaction� with the privacy guarantees it needs to have in order to protect
its owner�s secret data� The speci�c code enables the agent to implement
its owner�s policies when talking to the merchant �e�g�� for negotiation��

When the transaction completes� the merchant�s response may optionally
be encrypted before the agent returns to its owner �in this case� the owner�s
key�exchange public key must be available�� This response� and a few classes
that may be needed by the agent for returning home� are the only elements
that will be sent from the cellular provider�s server� minimizing the agent�s
size on its return�

The return itself happens when the cardholder re�connects to the Internet
and contacts the provider� so that its agents return home� This is a variant
of scenario �� in Section ����

This example proves that if the agent is provided a reasonably secure
and trusted environment� it is perfectly capable of performing the whole
transaction securely� The server is operated by the cellular phone provider
mostly for technical convenience� but it could also be operated by some
other� more trusted third�party� such as a notary�

The fact that the generic classes �SET protocol and cryptography� i�e��
the �heaviest� ones� are not transported by the agent� contributes to mini�
mize its size� On the other hand� the cardholder�s own requirements can be
implemented by the agent�s speci�c code� thus providing a high degree of
�exibility�

It is worth emphasizing this last issue� If all purchase transactions were
to be performed in the same way� then there would be no need to use mobile
agents� The same results could be achieved by a proxy for the cardholder
on the remote side� It is the possibility of the cardholder to satisfy his very
own requirements �most notably� his algorithms for negotiation� that require
the transfer and remote execution of code on his behalf� In other words� a
mobile agent�based solution�

� Mobile Agents and Electronic Commerce

Secure on�line payments is just one of the issues in electronic commerce in
which the mobile agent paradigm may help� In this section we present our
views on this subject�

Apart from paying on�line with mobile agents� the techniques explored
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in this paper can be used in many other applications� Here we name just a
few areas in which we believe agents can be used to look for� select� deliver�
pay� and protect data and services�

� Selling information on the Web � decrees� laws� internal memos� ex�
perts� reports� and so on�

� Agent�based information brokers � newspapers� magazines� document
databases in general�

� Electronic contract negotiation � agents carrying contracts and con�
tract editors ��� �
�

� Electronic data interchange �EDI� � the data �ow observed in EDI
transaction is similar to that of SET �see below��

In our research we intend to explore EDI a bit further since it has enor�
mous potential not only to be enhanced with electronic payment� but espe�
cially for electronic commerce in general�

EDI messages include orders� invoices� deliveries� and other business mes�
sages� as well as various acknowledgements for these messages� A typical
individual transaction� as seen from the seller�s point of view� follows this
pattern�

�� order � the seller receives an order from a buyer� checks� processes and
stores it� and �nally sends an acknowledgement to the buyer with a
delivery date of the good�

�� invoice � the seller receives a con�rmation that the good was delivered�
stores it� and sends an invoice to the buyer and stores a copy locally�

�� payment � the seller receives the payment �usually outside EDI��

From the buyer�s point of view there is an equivalent sequence of re�
ceivesend messages� all about the same transaction� It would be very con�
venient if the entire transaction could be modeled as a single mobile agent
traveling back and forth between buyer and seller�

With SETA� the payment phase�not currently part of EDI�could be
integrated with the rest of the transaction as well�

� Conclusion

SET is expected to gain wide acceptance as a secure Internet payment sys�
tem� since it combines the well�known credit card payment method with an
elaborated security protocol� SET is aimed at providing the necessary secu�
rity through the authentication of the participants in a commercial trans�
action� as well as privacy of �nancial information� The fact that SET was
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developed and is being pushed by the major credit card companies is yet
another factor contributing to its wide acceptance�

However� SET is a very complex and �heavy� protocol� and if from
the cardholder�s point of view it may be generally simple to understand
and use� its complexity may prove it unsuitable for some computational
environments�

In this paper we discussed the usage of SET in mobile computing settings
and argued that it is not practical to be used in this kind of environments�
The low bandwidth and high connection costs generally associated with
mobile computing make it necessary to devise mechanisms that adapt better
to those conditions� without loosing any of the bene�ts SET o�ers� especially
to cardholders�

Based on these requirements� we proposed SETA� a payment system
based on the SET protocol and the mobile agent model� The purchase
transaction� the most important part of SET from the cardholder�s point
of view� is implemented in SETA almost as in SET� The cardholder�s role
is now played by an agent� which is sent to the outside� �closer� to the
merchant�s server� with the relevant information to perform the necessary
operations� Since the cardholder doesn�t need to keep the connection opened
while the transaction is running� this solution contributes to lower cost and
higher robustness�

We also discussed the need for small�size agents due to limitations on
the bandwidth of the cardholder�s device� and the possibility of providing
the agent with enough information so that its role is not limited to hand
the data over to the merchant and collect the response� The requirement
for mobility makes us pay special attention to the size of the agents we want
to produce� in order to �nd a suitable compromise between the amount of
data and code they need to do their work and the limitations imposed by
the media through which the agents travel� However� we are also interested
in keeping the agent as intelligent and autonomous as possible� allowing it
to make its own decisions �even if very simple� when necessary�

Security is another important issue� as the agent will need to take con�
�dential information with it� The autonomy requirement implies that the
agent must be able to have access to this data and act according to its con�
tents� not just being a passive carrier� Even if the information is encrypted�
the agent will need to be able to decrypt and use it� yet hiding it from others�
which is very di�cult when these actions are performed inside extraneous�
potentially malicious servers� Thus� we are particularly interested in future
advances in this �eld that can be incorporated into SETA�

Many people have suggested that mobile agents are a solution looking
for a problem� yet many others have suggested that electronic commerce is
a problem looking for a solution� In this paper we have shown that the idea
of using mobile agents for electronic payments makes sense� Having agents
paying for goods and services using SET provided an interesting problem and
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respective solution� Furthermore� Section � suggested that the same kind of
agent�based solution can be generalized to many other similar problems�

Our experiment with AgentSpace� although very simple and limited in
scope� works well and gave us a very �rst perspective of how e�ective mobile
agents can be in this kind of applications� This implementation was devel�
oped in the context of electronic commerce� more speci�cally for information
brokers and contract negotiation in the scope of the COSMOS project ��
�
As a side result� we expect the work with SETA will improve our agent
system so that it can be used in a variety of environments�

In the future� we will develop further the AgentSpace system� investi�
gate the concept of MIME�based mobile agents� and experiment with other
application areas such as EDI and electronic contract negotiation� We will
also continue our research in SETA� Presently� we are building a SET card�
holder implementation� to enable our agents to perform real payments�

Appendix

The code below shows an agent�based applet which presents an interface
where its users enter the remote place where some agent should go� get
the product� and pay� It is important to note the simple way to create
agents �createAgent�� method� as well as to communicate with agents
�sendMessage�� method�� The reader is referred to ��	
 for more details on
the AgentSpace API�

public class BuyerAgentApplet extends Applet �

ContextView cv � null�

PlaceView pv � null�

AgentView av � null�

���

public void init�� �

���

cv � AgentSpace�getContextView������

pv � cv�getPlaceOf������

�

void goAndPay	actionPerformed�ActionEvent e� �

av � pv�createAgent�
BuyerAgent
� ����

av�start���

av�sendMessage�Message�
goAndPay
� 
arguments
���

�

���

�
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The code below shows the BuyerAgent class based on which agents are
created� Among other particular aspects it is important to note that run���
handleMessage��� and afterBackHome�� are prede�ned callbacks provided
by the AgentSpace framework� These methods are called transparently as
the consequence of some previous action �i�e�� �nal methods�� respectively�
start��� sendMessage��� backHome��� Every callback is �or should be�
eventually� specialized by the programmer� Lastly� the agent class also shows
the existence of helper methods �e�g�� the pay�� method� that are developed
occasionally by the programmer�

public class BuyerAgent extends Agent �

public void run�� �

���

�

public void handleMessage�Message m� �

if �
goAndPay
�equals�m�getKey���� �

PlaceId pid � new PlaceId�m�getProperty�
SellerPlace
���

���

Ticket tck � new Ticket�this��

moveTo�pid� tck� 
pay
��

�

���

�

public void pay�� �

��� �� Code to pay using SET

backHome�getNativePlaceId��� tck� 
atHome
��

�

public void afterBackHome�� �

System�out�println�
Transaction finished
��

���

�

�
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